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Commercial Circular No.72(g)/2012

Sub: Guidelines for weighment at loading points.
Ref: This office Commercial Circular No.125(G)/07 dtd.31.05.2007 and

addendum there to.

Vide this office Commercial Circular under reference, the loading points, Vial
Route, Associated Weighbridge, Alternate Associated Weighbridge for the loading points
has been notified and it has also been advised to set up a reliable means of
communication between the Associated Weigh bridges, Alternate Associated
Weigh bridges and the loading point concerned for communicating the results of the
weighment to the loading point and RR will be prepared by the loading point duly
including the punitive charges, if any, in the RR it self. Copy of the circular under
reference is enclosed herewith.

It has been noticed that, RR for some of the rakes which were weighed at
associated or alternate associated weighbridges could not be issued on actual weighment
basis due to delay in supply / non-supply of weighment sheet to the loading point. In this
connection, the following instructions should be strictly followed:

1. All loading points should ensure weighment of their loaded rakes at associated or
alternate associated weighbridges and receipt of weighment statement.

2. All supervisory staff at the loading as well as the weighing station to confirm weighment
and dispatch/ receipt of the weighment sheet to the loading point in time.

3. Clear cut instruction must be given about realization of undercharges, if weighment
sheet received at loading point after issue of RR on SWA. .

4. Fax should be made available at all weighbridge location and Non- TMS loading points/
proxy points.

r-.. 1'v"1 ~~All concerned to note and act accordingly. 1~v ~ '/(,

(P.C.Sahu)
Dy. Chief Commercial Manager (FS)
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Dy. Chief Commercial Manager (FS)


